ADDENDUM No. 1

ITB No. 4743

2024 Utility Infrastructure Materials

Bids Due: April 10, 2024 at 3:00 P.M. (Local Time)

The information contained herein shall take precedence over the original documents and all previous addenda (if any) and is appended thereto. This Addendum includes one (1) page.

Bidder is to acknowledge receipt of this Addendum No. 1, including all attachments (if any) in its Bid by so indicating on page 7 of the Invitation to Bid Form. Bids submitted without acknowledgment of receipt of this addendum may be considered nonconforming.

The following forms provided within the ITB document should be included in submitted bids:

- City of Ann Arbor Living Wage Ordinance Declaration of Compliance
- Vendor Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form
- City of Ann Arbor Non-Discrimination Ordinance Declaration of Compliance

Bids that fail to provide these forms listed above upon bid opening may be rejected as non-responsive and may not be considered for award.

I. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

The following Questions have been received by the City. Responses are being provided in accordance with the terms of the ITB. Bidders are directed to take note in their review of the documents of the following questions and City responses as they affect work or details in other areas not specifically referenced here.

Question 1: Are standard MJ Glands required as sheet #9 doesn’t list them and Sheet #15 does?

Page 9, Specifications, Part 1, Section 1.1, B.1.
Fittings shall be supplied complete with high strength, low alloy, blue colored, ceramic-filled fluorocarbon resin coated steel bolts and plain rubber mechanical joint gaskets.

Page 15, Bid Form, Group 1: Ductile Iron Fittings
(Individual fittings shall be provided with accessory packs including standard MJ glands, Cor-Blue bolts and plain rubber gaskets.)

Answer 1: All mechanical joint fittings listed in group 1 shall be supplied with standard MJ glands, high strength, low alloy, blue colored, ceramic-filled fluorocarbon resin coated steel bolts and plain rubber mechanical joint gaskets.

Bidders are responsible for any conclusions that they may draw from the information contained in the Addendum.